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1 - Prologue: Eggman's plan

Place: Human spaceship known as "The Oasis"

A human in a black uniform looks out into space

Unknown man: "Why did I come on this mission again?"

The...other Guy: "Because you are an elite member of the CIA?"

It was true; Agent Southworth (or just "South" for short) was indeed a high ranking memeber and agent
of the CIA. He was about to enter his 30's in just a few month's time. He accepted a mission to help
escort an Earth ambassador or something to a civilized alien world. He didn't know (or care) what these
aliens looked like. Now don't get me wrong; South loved being in the CIA, but he didn't like boring escort
missions. There was usually no one to frag.

South: "I should ask you the same thing, Net."

Net: "Well, you know me; we are going to an alien world. And where there's a world, there are chicks!"

You probably guessed by now that Net was a red-headed ladies' man. South, on the other hand, had
brown (though he claims it is black when wet) hair and thinks only of women as damsals in distress. It's
going to be a while before they get to the planet, so I'll just show you this instead.

Elsewhere, back on Earth.....

Evil voice: "Drat! How does 'he' get away with victory over me EVERY SINGLE TIME!?"*Pounds on his
control panel*

Evil voice: "I am Dr. Ivo "Eggman" Robotnik, the greatest scientific genius in the world, yet I can't even
beat one puny hedgehog?"

That's right; Eggman is PO'ed once again. But this time he has another trick up his sleeve. And I gotta
tell ya, that coffee must burn like hell.

*Eggman just spit his coffee on his lap upon his latest discovery*

Eggman: "Huh? What's this....?" *Takes a good look at his moniter and thinks for a moment*".... Aha!
I've got it! Those fools will never know what hit 'em! Hahahahahahahahaha!!!!"

*Eggman preps his fleet and a secret weapon and takes off for the very same planet that South is
headed*

Well, sorry to leave you hanging like this, but my laptop is burnin' the hell out of my legs right now, so I



promise to make the next one longer, with more characters. I'll give you a minute to argue amongst
yourselves to figure out what planet will be involved in this soon-to-be alien Brohaha.

Note: It's quite obvious that I don't own any Sonic Team (or the Kirbys on the bottom of this story)
related characters in this series. They are the property of Sega. But I did create South and Net. See ya
soon in the 1st chapter of "The New Emperor".

Kirby dance-



2 - Chapter 1: Political crap

This is the first chapter of the series known as "The New Emperor"

Disclaimer: As you already know, I do not own any game company created characters or otherwise (in
other words, I do not claim any characters, places, things, except South, Net, and the Oasis. So plz, no
need to sue).

A few very boring hours have passed in The Oasis as Agent South keeps tabs on the Ambassador's
ship from his own Oasis.

South: "Sheesh.....Net, how long until we get there?"

Net: "Don't know, let me check...."*Fumbles with the space charts' buttons* " Let's see....riggghhhhhttttt,
NOW! AAARRRGGGGHHHHHHH!!!"

As Net said "Now", they had already entered the Earth-like planet's atmosphere. Luckily, they managed
to strap in in time.

Voices that appeared to have come from the back of The Oasis (Descriptive name, eh?):
"AIIIIIIEEEEEEEEE"

Did anyone hear them? You and I did, but the other two CIA agents didn't, on the other hand.

They had arrived on the surface next to the Ambassador's ship a few moments later. The planet was
much like Earth; beautiful trees, a bright ocean, and towering buildings like you wouldn't believe. South
and Net unstrapped and armed themselves and prepared for anything. They met up with the
Ambassador, Mr. President himself, and proceeded to the main building.

Mr. President: "OK boys, keep yourselves on alert. I want this to go on without a hitch."

South and Net:"Yes, Mr. President!" *Both salute*

Meanwhile, at the luggage compartment of The Oasis, two silhouettes fall out of the compartment.

Silhouette 1: "Ow. Hey, careful!"

The slightly smaller silhouette: "WHOA! Sorry. Looks like we made it!"

Silhouette 1: *Stretches* "Oh yeah! THIS is exciting! A whole new planet to venture! I was cramped up
next to those Spider-man undies for so long, I'm gonna have to put these babies back to work!"

And with that, the silhouette ran off at super SONIC speed while the other one took to the air with his



TAILS spinning like a helicopter. OK, enough with this crap. These two are none other then Sonic and
Tails. Apparently, South had neglected to check the storage of his ship before taking off, allowing these
two to sneak aboard The Oasis. After all, The Oasis WAS going to another planet, which doesn't happen
on a normal basis. Sonic, a blue hedgehog with the speed of a jet at the least, decided to take his best
buddy, Tails, a two-tailed fox and a real science whiz, on his little "Vacation Stowaway To Another
Planet".

Net: "Did you hear something, South?"

South: "Nope."

Mr. President and his bodyguards walked towards the main government building of the planet. On the
way there, the envoys encountered the aliens by sight only: they looked like Earth animals that walked
upright like humans do. I'll give you a moment to guess the planet.

Ya done? Good. If you guessed Corneria, then well, do the happy dance and beat up your incorrect
friend wtih a garden hose, because you are correct. Apparently, the radio tower waves that sent signals
throughout the known system had finally reached the Cornerian communication system. The radio
message, sent 50 years ago by Professor Gerald (him again?), had the purpose of greeting any aliens
that may have picked up the signal and tell them about the humans' existence. The Cornarians got this
signal and replied with a signal that got to Earth only minutes after being picked up. And with that the
Prez decided to pay them a diplomatic visitation. He was to meet General Pepper at the government
building to discuss things.

Net: "Woah, these alien...animal...women are HOT!"

South: *Puts his hand on his head* "Ugghhh. Net, don't make remarks about them. They are thinking the
same about us, anyway."

Net: "But, but, that last one looked like that porn star, Janet Jameson!" (Is it Jenna or Janet? Crap. Oh
well. Uhhh...Evil Kirby! t(`.`t)

South: "Net, please, shut up. Quit making rude comments and stay vigilent."

Net: "Alright, alright...uptight asswipe...."

Cornarian women: "WHAT!??"

*The Cornarian, thinking Net was talking about her, started pummeling Net with her purse*

Mr. President: "Doesn't that count as an assault, Agent?"

South: "Yeah, he's had enough. Heh....."

Still chuckling, South grabbed Net and pulled him out of the beating.

South: *pulling Net away* "Come on, Net. Quit fooling around."



Net: "Ugh, that bird really knew how to bite"

Inside the building...

General P.: "Ahh, Mr. President, is it? Come in please."

Pepper held out his paw, meaning to shake hands with the President, and they did.

General P.: "I have men doing triple shifts and extra posts taken, Mr. President. Your men can be at
ease."

With a gesture from the Prez, South and Net saluted and left the room.

South:"Well, this is going on quite well. At this rate, there will be precisly DICK we get to do around
here."

Net: "Yeah. In this time and place, I could use a bad guy to blow through with Cynthia." *pulls out a
magnum handgun* "Isn't that right, girl?"

South: "Jesus, Net. I told you to burn that out-of-date piece of CRAP!"

Net: *His gun goes off towards the ceiling* "Don't cry, honey, he's just jealous that he doesn't have you."
*Kisses the handle* "I love you, Snookums!"

South: "Auugh, Net..." *rubs his forehead*

Suddenly, the whole building began to shake. The duo ran to the window to see what was happening.



3 - Chapter 2: Eggman again!

This is the second chapter of the series known as "The New Emperor"

Disclaimer: I do not own anything in this series except South, Net, and The Oasis.
All others are , needless to say, owned by other companys and such.
So please, if you need to thank someone, thank the original owners; I only put their creations in a text
and dialogue as a means of expressing my inner creativity.
Thank them for the characters (most of the characters) and thank me for this story.

South: *Looking out the window* "What the hell-"

Net: "What in the name of-"

ELSEWHERE!

Sonic: "WOAH! What was that?"

Tails flew back down to tell Sonic what he had seen.

Tails: "You're not going to believe this Sonic, but Eggman's at it again!"

Sonic: "Hey, no way! Why would he want to come all the way out here?!"

Tails: *Shrugs* "I don't know, but we'd better hurry!"

Sonic: "Yeah."

And with that, Sonic ran off, with Tails right behind him.

Sonic: "I don't know what you're up to, Eggman, but I'll put a stop to you and whatever it is you're
planning!"

Sure enough, Eggman had an entire fleet of at least 45 ships above Corneria city, firing cannons and
deploying egg pawns (robots).

Back at the governing building...

General P.: "Huh, what is going on here?"

Just then, the door opened.

South: "We've got some bad news!"



Mr. President: "What is happening, Agent?"

Net appeared next to South.

Net: "The city is under attack! We'll explain later, but right now, we've got to move!"

Everyone, including a few Cornerian guards, ran out of the building to notice the attackers.

Mr. President: "I don't believe this! What the hell is that mad scientist Dr. Eggman up to now? Does he
want to conquer this planet instead of ours?

General P.: *panting* "What? Who is this 'Dr. Eggman'?"

South: "Do you ever remember having a crazy, deranged, madman scientist with a massive army try to
take over the area with some sort of evil plan before, General? (Kinda reminds you of a certain ape,
doesn't it? *cough* Andross *cough*)

General P.: " Yes, but..."

Net: "Well, he's basically OUR evil genius.He's been trying to take over our world for as long as anyone
can remember. If he's here, then it means bad news for us. Then again, me and South haven't had any
fun all day so..."

South: "Mind if we take this guy down, Mr. President?

Mr. President: "Hmmm...Green light...Green light to engage."

South and Net: "Yes, sir" *both run towards The Oasis*

Mr. President: "Coming, General?"

General P.: "I'll be there in just a minute. *Turns to face a Cornarian soldier* You there, contact McCloud
immediately. As soon as you get a hold of him, let me know."

Dog Soldier: "Yes, General"

The soldier obeyed and immediately ran back into the coms center that was nearby. A moment later, he
returned with a communication device in his paw. He handed it to the General and he began to speak
into it.

General P.: "...somehow, this madman by the name of 'Dr. Eggman' has broken through the defense
fleet. I only called because this is of the upmost importance: the diplomat from Earth, the President
himself, is here and as long as that fleet is present, the President is in extreme danger. If Mr. President
is captured or killed, then it could cause serious tension between our two worlds."

A reply was heard, then he hung up and showed the President to a safe place.



Within Eggman's flagship...

An egg pawn comes through the door and relays the news.

Eggman: "Excellent. All is going according to plan. Now to execute phase two of my master plan!"

Eggman pushes a button on the control panel that opens a large, sliding door, revealing a single teal,
robotic eye.

Robot: "What are your orders, Master Robotnik?"

Eggman: "E101 Beta (MK II), your mission is to find and capture this fox."

A blue fox appeared on the moniter behind Eggman.

Eggman: "She is absolutely VITAL to the succession of my plan. I will not tolerate failure, Beta. Now go,
and do your master's bidding!"

The black robot nodded without a word and flew out of the ship at a great speed.

Eggman: *Turns toward the monitor, which now became a visual of the Great Fox* "What fools...they
underestimate me...She is just waltzing into my trap like a mouse to cheese. Once my master plan
succeeds, I will be invincible!" *Laughs evily*

Ecstatic Kirby:



4 - Chapter 3: Eggman escapes!

This is the third chapter of the series "The New Emperor"

Disclaimer: I do not own anything in this series except South, Net, and The Oasis. All others are ,
needless to say, owned by other companys and such. So please, if you need to thank someone, thank
the original owners; I only put their creations in a text and dialogue as a means of expressing my inner
creativity. Thank them for the characters (most of the characters) and thank me for this story.

South had just thrown a robot out into the water in pieces. Three more came out of nowhere, but he took
them out with his more, up to date handgun. (forgot to mention, they are on one of Eggman's ships.) Net
smacked two of their heads together.

South: "Ya know, I think Eggman has a different plan up his sleeve, rather then a frontal assault."

Net: *Playing Bogle with three egg pawns* "Yeah. He definently has something up his sleeve."

South: "I wonder what it is..."

Meanwhile...

Sonic and Tails had made their way to the center of the city, near Eggman's flagship.

Tails: "Look Sonic, who's that? *pointing towards a particular blue fox kicking the asses of the robots
around her.*"

Sonic:" Well, looks like she doesn't need our help."

Tails: *Landing next to Sonic* "But Sonic, my psi detector (had to pull that one out of my @$$ T-T) says
that she has a unique brain wave pattern; she's not all that normal!"

Sonic: "Well, now that you mention it, she DOES look kind of...different."

They were just about to leave, when,

Blue Fox: "EEEEEEKKKKKK!"

Haven't we all heard that before?

Sonic and Tails look to see, as well as Net and South, who just arrived, to notice that the blue fox was
being whisked away by a black robot.

Tails: "See what I mean? Eggman must've come after her!"



South: *Now arriving next to the two animal heroes along with Net* "Hey you, Sonic, how did you get
here? Never mind. Any idea why Eggman decided to come to this planet?"

Tails: "Not exactly, Agent South, but we think it has to do with that female blue fox. She has an unusual
thought pattern."

Net: "DId you say, FEMALE?!!?"

South: "Net, shut up!"

Sonic: "Regardless, we need to get to the bottom of this. Let's get going!"

Everyone:"YEAH!"

And with that, they got into the Oasis, and blasted off towards the flagship.

Inside the flagship...

E101 Beta MK 2 brought the fox into the bridge.

Eggman: "Good work, Beta! On to phase three!"

Eggman turned around and pushed a button on the panel next to him. The seven Chaos emeralds
appeared in the core of the ship. Eggman pushed another button, this time the entire flagship
disappeared in a sphere of light.

South: "What the-- where did it go?"

Tails, who still has the psi detector in his hand, pointed out that the blue fox's position had changed.

Tails: "South (who is the pilot), Eggman's flagship has reappeared near another planet not too far from
Corneria."

South: "Roger that, Tails. Input the coordinates into the the star chart over there. I suppose you already
know how to do that?"

Tails: "Yep!"

Tails put the psi detector into the star chart and uploaded it onto the monitor.

Sonic: *Pacing* "We've got to hurry! Can this thing go any faster?"

South: "I thought no one would ask."

South pushed a button on the panel above him and all of a sudden, the ship's engines transformed. The
jets got bigger and they looked a lot cooler. Oh, and the ship went a lot faster, I guess.



Net: "Why didn't you do that when we needed it the most?"

South: "Hey! This thing was expensive! I didn't see a REAL need for it at the time, anyway!"

Inside a prison of sorts....

The blue fox (alright, screw this! [She's Krystal if you didn't already know. ]) woke up a couple of hours
later to the sound of a door opening. She was in a cage of a force field kind of thing.

Eggman: "Ahh, Krystal, I see you've woken up. Hurry up and regain your focus! I'm a busy man and I
don't have all day!"

Krystal: "Unnhh,.. I'm going to go on a leaf and guess that you're Dr. Eggman."

Eggman: "Well, well, well, aren't we the intelligent one?"

Krystal: "What do you want with me, Eggman? Where is-"

Eggman cut her off.

Eggman: "I wouldn't worry about them.They aren't here with us. Those fools still think we're on Corneria!
So I have you all to myself. Heh heh heh" *Grins*

Krystal: "Ugghh! You sick bastard!"

Eggman: "Woah woah woah! I don't mean it like that! I know you're married, I've read 'Decisions
Determining Destiny'!"

Krystal gave a sigh of relief

Krystal: {At least he has SOME honor. If only a little.}

To Be Continued..... Sorry! Sad Kirby!

Eggman: "I'd like to take the time to thank someone out there. I give my thanks to krystalevenstar (Kes)
for making 'Decisions Determining Destiny'! *shakes krystalevenstar's hand* THANK YOU!"



5 - Chapter 4: Krystal's Decision

This is Chapter four of the series known as "The New Emperor"

Disclaimer: I do not own anything in this series except South, Net, and The Oasis. All others are ,
needless to say, owned by other companys and such. So please, if you need to thank someone, thank
the original owners; I only put their creations in a text and dialogue as a means of expressing my inner
creativity. Thank them for the characters (most of the characters) and thank me for this story.

From where we left off, Dr. Eggman had Krystal in his gloved finger tips. South, Net, Sonic and Tails
were heading in their direction at a fine speed via the Oasis. Eggman's fleet is still distracting Corneria
while Eggman carries out his plan in almost total secrecy. Now, Eggman is about to force Krystal into a
tough decision.

Eggman: "You there! Bring her into the main control room. I will await you there!

A pair of Egg pawns came and pushed a few buttons on the control panel next to the force cage. Two
mechanical arms appeared in the cage and hand-cuffed Krystal's hands behind her back. The force
cage was turned off, and she was taken to the control room of....say, just where the hell were they,
anyway?

Eggman: "Welcome! Welcome to the ultimate battlestation: The Death Egg!"

Krystal: {Great. Just great. He's evil AND he's an egomaniac!}

Eggman: "I wouldn't think such a thought bubble, fox girl. Unlike most people, I actually READ what is on
these lines!"

Krystal: "What?"

Eggman: "Nevermind. Where was I? Oh yes! Now, I have a plan to carry out, and I need you to
cooperate!"

Krystal: "What does the great Egg-belly want with me? Why would I listen to you when I don't even know
why I should!"

Eggman: "Hmmm...you may have a point. Look out the window there. *Signals a robot to open the
window*"

Krystal walks over towards the rectangular window and takes a glimpse. She jolted back a little as she
saw the planet that was a part of Dr. Eggman's plan.

Krystal: "Eggman! What are you going to do to Sauria?" (Sauria is the Dinosaur Planet, just so you
know)



Eggman: "Oh, nothing at all. IF you cooperate. If you refuse, I'll use my secret weapon, 'The Final Egg
Blaster', and blow those silly little Dinos and their planet to pieces!"

Eggman laughes as a huge door on the wall opens, revealing the Final Egg Blaster.

Krystal: "......."

Eggman was givin the silent treatment. This didn't seem to intimidate him at all.

Eggman: "Not going to say anything, eh? Well then, after I destroy Sauria, I may as well go to a little
deserted planet in the lost part of this sector and blow it up, too. What was the name of that planet
again?"

Krystal waited anxiously for Eggman to finish.

Eggman: "Oh yes, now I remember! I believe it was called 'Cerinia'."

Krystal gasped: Not HER home planet. Losing her entire family and almost the entire population was
one thing, but this was another. Sure the planet is desolate because of what happened 17 years ago,
but the planet itself...Krystal cringed at the thought of just abandoning her own planet.

Krystal: "...Alright... I'll do as you wish...."

Eggman walked toward her.

Eggman: "Ah, HA! See? I knew you would see things my way!"

Krystal: "So, what is it you want me to do?"

Eggman: "Yes, well, you are familiar with Sauria's pantheon and such about 'Gods' correct?"

Krystal nodded.

Eggman: "Well, I intend to use you and call upon it's evil god, Croix (I made him up, and thus his name
shall be pronounced 'Croy'), and force him to 'link' with me, giving me his power and making him my
servant. And with his power, I will be unstoppable!"

Krystal: "Arrgghhh..."

Eggman: "It appears that the negotiations have come to an end. Ta, ta, for now, Krystal Evenstar
McCloud!"

E-101 released a gas onto Krystal and knocked her out. The last thing she remembered before blacking
out was Eggman's insidious laughter.

E-101 picked up Krystal's unconsious body and followed Eggman out the metal sliding door.



Eggman: "E-103 Delta, bring all of the Chaos emeralds! They are needed to help carry out my plan!"

A blue robot similar to Beta emerged from the shadows and obeyed.

Minutes later, at the top of the Krozoa Palace on Sauria, Eggman ordered Delta to line the Chaos
emeralds around Krystal.

Eggman: "These emeralds will sustain your body when you call upon Croix, allowing him to pass through
you. Now, do as I say, or else I send this planet to Hell!"

Krystal could do nothing but do as she was told. She opened her mind and called out to the evil god.
The Chaos emeralds around her started to glow. She could feel the warm energy as she would the sun's
rays. All of a sudden, the platoon of Egg pawns surrounding the area exploded. Eggman, Krystal and
Beta and Delta turned to see what had happened.

Eggman: "What? Who did that?" *Takes a closer look* "N-n-n-no!!! It can't be!!!"

To Be Continued... Indignant Kirby ^(`O`)^: NOOOOOOOO!!!!



6 - Chapter 5: The Dark God

This is chapter five of the series known as "The New Emperor"

Disclaimer: I do not own anything in this series except South, Net, and The Oasis. All others are ,
needless to say, owned by other companys and such. So please, if you need to thank someone, thank
the original owners; I only put their creations in a text and dialogue as a means of expressing my inner
creativity. Thank them for the characters (most of the characters) and thank me for this story.

Krystal, forgetting that she is still in contact with Croix, the evil god, looked to see what it was that
alarmed Eggman. It was a creature she had never seen before; a small, blue hedgehog that had a
serious yet playful look in his emerald eyes. She didn't really see who was next to him, because she was
looking at two, much taller creatures. Both were wearing black sunglasses, but the one on the left
(South) had brown hair, while the one on the right (Net) had gelled red hair.

Sonic: "What's wrong, Eggman? You look like you just saw a ghost!"

South stepped up.

South: "Dr. Ivo 'Eggman' Robotnik, you are wanted by the United Government for several crimes against
man or otherwise! { I don't want to be a racist like Net.} So, if you come quietly, you will not be harmed!"

Net: "Yeah! Whatever the Hell he said!"

Tails: "You won't get away with this, Eggman!"

Eggman: "What? Not this time! Beta, Delta! Get these fools! Stop them!"

The twin robots both rushed Sonic, but he easily evaded them.

Beta and Delta were driven to the edge against them. Krystal couldn't help but watch as the blue
hedgehog and the other three managed to thrash the robotic duo. Unbeknownst to everyone, Croix had
already appeared. It spoke in the usual inaudible Krozoa chant. Croix looked liked all the other Krozoa
spirits, except he was dark red and had two sinister white eyes. He rushed right through Krystal, eager
to return to the mortal plane.

Krystal: "Gaaaahhhh!"

Beta and Delta seemed beat. Everyone turned to see Croix emerging from Krystal's body. After he got
through, Krystal passed out. Luckily, Sonic ran fast enough to catch her before she fell down the stairs (
I broke my knees falling down the stairs once).

Sonic: *Setting her down* "Hey, you OK?"



Eggman: *Raising his arms* "Ha ha ha ha ha! At last, ultimate power! Come to me, Croix! I shall now be
your new master: Dr. Robotnik!"

Croix took his full form; a gold head, black robe and crimson red eyes. He looked at the pudgy human,
craned his head and thought a little.

Croix: {Is this my new master? He doesn't SEEM like anyone I'd like to 'link' with. But I sense so much
evil within him. This could be a lot of fun!}

Eggman: "Come on, already!"

Croix made his decision. He glided over to Dr. Eggman and placed his hand on his bald head. A few
seconds later, lightining burst from Croix's hand, shocking the scientist.

Eggman: "ARRRRRRGGGGGHHHH! What...are...you...doing!?"

After a minute, light suddenly flashed from Croix's hand. When the light faded, Eggman stood up in the
Eggmobile. Croix's head appeared flying around Eggman's head.

Croix: "It is done, Robotnik. Or should I say 'Master' Robotnik? My power is yours to wield for whatever
EVIL you have planned!"

Eggman: "Hmmmm...."

Eggman jumped from the Eggmobile and landed firmly on his feet. He's never been able to do that
without a stumble! He pulled a wrench out of his pocket and actually bent it in half.

Eggman: "Astounding! This is more then I imagined!"

Krystal: *Now regaining conciousness* "Wha- no...."

Eggman: "Your job for me has expired, Krystal! Now, then, what to do? I know! I'll just use my newfound
power and destroy Sauria, slowly and painfully!" *Grins evilly*

Krystal: "What? You said you would't harm Sauria if I helped you!"

Eggman: "HAH! Yes, I did! But considering what THIS world tried to do to Earth 65 million years ago, I
just can't let this planet go so easily!"

Tails: "What do you mean?"

Net: "Yeah! I don't believe you! What has this planet done to deserve destruction!?"

Eggman: "Oh, I'll tell you what happened...IN THE NEXT CHAPTER! HA HA HA HA HA....Wait a minute!
Ohhh, that's no fair!"

South: "Dangit! And it just got to the good part!"



TO BE CONTINUED...Mad Kirby! ^(*o*)^



7 - Chapter 6: The short chapter

This is the sixth chapter in the series known as "The New Emperor"

Disclaimer: I do not own anything in this series except South, Net, and The Oasis. All others are,
needless to say, owned by other companys and such. So please, if you need to thank someone, thank
the original owners; I only put their creations in a text and dialogue as a means of expressing my inner
creativity. Thank them for the characters (most of the characters) and thank me for this story.

Eggman started to levitate in mid-air.

Eggman: "65 million years ago, Earth's dinosaurs were wiped from the face of the planet by a meteorite
that struck the Earth. But, did anyone ever consider WHERE the meteorite came from?"

Tails: "You can't mean..."

Net: "That Sauria..."

South: "Tried to..."

Sonic: "Destroy Earth..."

Krystal: "For what reason?"

Eggman just laughed.

Eggman: "YES! For what reason, I don't know. But I'll tell you this: I WILL HAVE MY REVENGE FOR
SAURIA'S VOLATILE ACTION!!"

With that being said, Eggman began to shine brightly.

Eggman: "That's it, Croix! Lend me your divine power! I'll use the Final Egg Blaster and annihilate this
puny little Hellhole, piece by piece!"

After one final burst of light, Eggman's new machine had taken form: It was a huge robot that was only
half the size of the tower. (If you've gotten to the final boss on Sonic & Knux 3 with Tails, it kinda
resembles that. ^_^)

Eggman: "Such power! I shall call this 'The Egg Obliterator!'"

The Egg Obliterator flew off, Eggman laughing all the way.

Sonic: "He must be stopped!"



Tails: "But how? He has a real live GOD in his back pocket!"

South: "You seem to have forgotten."

South and Net ran over to the Chaos emeralds and brought them to Sonic.

South: "By these, of course!"

Krystal remembered how the Chaos emeralds felt when she called Croix.

Krystal: "The God may be powerful, but the journey between the two realms have tired both me and him
out. He is still weak!"

Sonic: "Right. You guys stay here. I'll put that Eggman and his pet god out of business!"

Just then, Sonic took the emeralds and they began to float around him. A light flashed, and Sonic
became Super Sonic. He looked back, gave a smile, and took off after the Egg Obliterator. South, never
wanting to be left out of the action, hoped on the Egg Mobile, put on a space helmet and went with
Super Sonic.

Tails: "Good luck, Sonic!"

Net: "Don't go soft now, Tails. Those two robots aren't out of the game, yet!"

Beta and Delta: "Recovery mode, complete. Reinitiating orders: 'Destroy all of you!'"

To Be Continued...FOR THE LAST TIME! YAAAYYY!

((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((()))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))
( Super )
( Kirby! )
( # )
( l l )
( l l )
( l l )
( l l )
l l
I ^(*O*)^ I



8 - Chapter 7: The Final Chapter

This is the final chapter in the series known as "The New Emperor"

Disclaimer: I do not own anything in this series except South, Net, and The Oasis. All others are,
needless to say, owned by other companys and such. So please, if you need to thank someone, thank
the original owners; I only put their creations in a text and dialogue as a means of expressing my inner
creativity. Thank them for the characters (most of the characters) and thank me for this story.

At the Palace...

Delta: "Target, locked. Target identified as Krystal. Action: Eliminate!"

Net: "Eliminate THIS!"

Net jumped on top of Delta a put a grenade in Delta's gunarm and it blew up.

Net: "You're next."

Beta: "Target, lock-"

Tails had spun his tails into the robot so hard, he tore it in half. Then it exploded.

Tails: "That was too easy. Then again, I don't think Eggman expected that."

Meanwhile, near the Death Egg, Super Sonic and South had caught up to The Egg Obliterator.

Eggman: "I'm surprised that you managed to catch up. But it ends here, Sonic. Even you cannot defeat
a living god!"

S* Sonic: "We'll see about that!"

South: "That makes two of us!"

Eggman: "Insolent pest!"

The Egg Obliterator entered attack mode. South nor Sonic were moved; everything had a weakness.
The Obliterator fired missles at them, but their ingenuity allowed them to dodge them. Being the real
trickster he is, Sonic winked at South as the second volley of missles was fired. These were
heat-seekers, just what Sonic hoped for. Sonic and South mislead the missles right into the face of The
Egg Obliterator.

Eggman: "What? Grrr...I'll get you for that!"



The Egg Obliterator took out a gun and shot it at South. He evaded that assault and countered with a
flash grenade. With The Egg Obliterator distracted, Sonic charged up and went full speed at it's core. He
made contact, sending The Egg Obliterator backwards about a mile.

Eggman: "NOO! RRAAGGHH! THAT'S IT, I'M GONNA DESTROY YOU!!!"

The Egg Obliterator charged full speed at the duo. South had an idea, but it required careful timing,
precision and luck. Nothing that South hadn't handled before. He aimed the Eggmobile at the damaged
spot on The Egg Obliterator's armor. He put it on high, and jumped off of the Eggmobile. He managed to
grab Sonic's foot in time. The Eggmobile was jammed in the core of The Egg Obliterator.

Eggman: "HAH! Do you really think that will finish me?"

South: *Grinning* "Yep."

The Eggmobile made a ticking noise.

Eggman: "Wha-?"

Then the Eggmobile exploded. The Egg Obliterator began to spark a little.

South: "And now.."

S* Sonic: "To finish this!"

Sonic spun South around, and with all of his might, South threw Sonic at The Egg Obliterator. It began to
explode as it was sent back at a colossal speed. Right towards the cannon of The Death Egg as it was
about to fire.

Eggman: "NOOOOOOOOOOOOOOO!!!! I'LL GET YOU FOR THIS, SONIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIC!!!"

The sudden collision caused the Death Egg to explode and fall towards Sauria's ocean.

Super Kirby: "KIRBY!"

South: "Sorry to tell you this, little guy, but the fight is already over."

Super Kirby: ""

S* Sonic: "Don't worry, buddy. Maybe next time!"

Super Kirby: *Makes a happy face*

At the Palace...

Tails: "Hey, look!" *points at the falling Death Egg*



Net: "Well, by God..."

Krystal: "That was...amazing."

Tails: "Of course it was: They're Sonic..."

Net: "And South!"

Krystal: {I should've known! ^-^}

But wait, read the epilogue! Happy Kirby!



9 - Epilogue: A shadow of things to come

This is the Epilogue...DON'T SKIP THE ENTIRE STORY JUST TO READ THIS OR ELSE!!! (The New
Emperor)

Disclaimer: As you already know, I do not own any game company created characters or otherwise (in
other words, I do not claim any characters, places, things, except South, Net, and the Oasis. So plz, no
need to sue).

Sonic and South (Somehow) land safely at the top of the Krozoa Palace.

Tails: "Sonic! You did it again!"

Sonic: "Not just me, Tails. I probably couldn't have done it without this guy."

South: "Yeah, it's all part of being a member of the CIA. Right, Net?...Net? Where are you?"

Net is kneeling beside Krystal. Yep, he's an idiot.

Net: "So, uhh, you want to go on a date when we get back?"

Drops the bomb in 3, 2, 1.......

Krystal: "No thanks; I'm happily married."

Net: "WWHHHHHAAAATTTTT!!!!! OOOHHHHH, F*** (FUDGE!).

Net slunked back down on a wall.

South: "Come on, Net. Let's get the Hell back to the president.

Net: "OK....."

South: "So, Krystal was it? I guess....huh?"

Krystal is unconcious.

Net: "Did she pass out?"

Tails: *Looks at her* "No, more like she's asleep."

Sonic: "I guess she was right when she said that both her and that god of Eggman's would be tired out.
Ohh well. Let's get going, Tails!"



Tails: "Yeah!"

The quartet picked up Krystal's sleeping self and headed to the Oasis. South kicked it into high gear and
blasted off to Corneria. When they had gotten there, the obvious was expected. Eggman's fleet had
retreated, and everyone is like, "Where the f*** did the flagship go?" and "Where's Krystal?" and "Why
does this idiot keep using the same font for each chapter of this damn story?" The Oasis landed near the
president and the general, who were accompaniedd by, surprisingly, Omega. South, Net, Sonic and
Tails walked out of the Oasis.

Sonic: "Whew! I hate being cramped up for so long!"

South: "Now, Sonic, explain to me AND the President on how you got here?"

Tails: "We just hitched a ride on your ship. Sorry."

Mr. President: "No need to apologize. Eggman's beat again thanks to you four."

Omega: "Fifth target sighted. Identify yourself."

South: "Who, the blue fox? She was kidnapped by Eggman in some WEIRD plan he had cooked up."

General P.: "Huh? Explain what he did!"

Net: "Sure thing. Let's go find a suitible place to tell you"

Tails: "Now what, Sonic?"

Sonic: "First, I say we pick up where we left off on this place, and..."

A third silhouette fell out of the compartment of the Oasis....Nevermind, it's Amy.

Amy: "SSOOONNNIIIICCCC!! *Runs over to him and wraps her arms around him from behind* I found
you my little Sonikku!"

Sonic: "Gaahhh! Uh, Amy!"

Tails: "Amy?"

Inside the submerged Death Egg, a metal, silver claw bursts from it's glass cell.

???: "New planet, found. Initiating field surveilance."

The robot flew out of the Death Egg and soared through the sky.

???: "I do not see Sonic. I must figure out where I am."



Back in the emptiness of space, one of Eggman's ships is heading towards the lost sector....

Eggman: "Arrgh...I'll get that Sonic one day. I even left a note with one of my Cornerian Egg Pawns to
tell him so!"

Eggman sits back down on the captain's seat. He stares out in space.

Eggman: "But for now, I've got to rebuild. And once I'm done, the Eggman Empire will be more powerful
then ever. Right, Croix?"

A dark cloaked figure appears out of nowhere.

Croix: "Yes, Master Robotnik."

Eggman: "Muhahaha....hahahahahahahhaha, AHHH,
HAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHA!"

The End...for now...Sleepy Kirby! (v`_`v)
zzzzzz
So, now you know why it's called "The New Emperor". Eggman now has the power of a god, he's not to
be found, and he has ANOTHER plan. Until next time, I'm Weresheep!

In the name of my uncle, Richard Southworth (1962-2005). My mom's brother, my teacher, my other
uncle's best friend and brother, my idol, everyones' savior, our angel. He was like my principal, janitor,
and my father. We will miss you everyday, but at the same time, we will do what you always want us to
do. Goodbye, forever, my Father. *Crys @$$ off*
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